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US shale volumes offset by disruption events and sanctions



• The Middle East’s share of global crude trade is set to increase from 49% in 2012 to 50% 
in 2018, while Africa is set to retain its role as the world’s number two exporting region, 
with 21% of the market by 2018.

• However, as a result of reduced US imports and falling OECD Europe demand, Middle 
East and African crudes will increasingly flow east.

• Over time this will reshape downstream investment & optimization strategy in Asia.
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Global crude oil flows adjusting to US LTO

Crude exports in 2019 and growth in 2013-2019 for key trade routes 

 To OECD Europe To OECD Americas To China To Asia 
Africa 2.0 (-.6) .1 (-.7) 1.2 (+.1) 2.2 (+.8) 
Middle East 1.6 (-.2) 1.8 (-.6) 3.1 (+.3) 5.2 (+.3) 
Latin American n/a 1.0 (-.6) 1.2 (+.6) 1.1 (+.3) 

 
Source: IEA, MTOMR2014

Crude Oil Flows from the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America (mbpd)



Trade flows: displacement of light African grades from Atlantic Basin
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Saudi crude exports to the US will remain at lower levels



Recent relative shift in Saudi Official Selling Prices (OSP) 
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• Key question at present is whether we have reached a fundamental turning 
point in Saudi market-balancing behavior.

• Eurasia Group still skeptical that current signaling of passivity is the final word; 
there are other potential reasons to wait on a production cut, and even 
unilateral cuts would be revenue-positive in near term; price levels at which US 
shale boom would slow abruptly enough to balance market in 2015 would be 
much lower and lead to large budget deficit. Focusing solely on market share in 
Asia could be self-defeating.

• Recovery in Libyan exports is fragile and probably will see a reversal in coming 
months as violence escalates.

• Market is too complacent about extension of Iranian nuclear talks beyond 24 
November deadline; US could tighten secondary sanctions by year-end or early 
2015.
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Short-term market outlook



• OPEC: Not a fortuitous time for cohesive cartel behavior outside core Saudi 
allies Kuwait and UAE.

• Iran sanctions constrained and would expect to regain market share if sanctions 
relief, or fraying of sanctions compliance, were attained; regional polarization.

• Iraq still expecting growth in south and nowhere near accepting a quota.

• Venezuela under fiscal strain.

• ‘Crowding out effect’ due flat-to-declining call on OPEC.
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OPEC lack of cohesion and crowding out



• Medium-term questions:

• Would cutting production eventually cease to be revenue-positive? Probably.

• Implies that we will reach a point at which price influence wanes, but could be 
delayed by short-term  restraint and more of a soft landing.

• Eventually US shale could take on something of a swing producer role, with 
capex coming off rapidly if there were a recession shock to demand.

• Saudi role in potentially responding to disruption events elsewhere would still 
be significant.
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Saudi Arabia as a swing producer
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Saudi approach to China

• China extremely important as the largest source of demand growth.

• Saudi efforts to secure structural market share in China with joint venture 
refining projects.



• Chinese desire to maintain diversification – Saudi market share in China seems 
to be subject to an unspoken 20% cap.

• Slowdown in Chinese demand growth has led to slew of refinery project 
cancellations and delays; coupled with tighter environmental specifications and 
increased availability of light sweet crudes this could tilt future import slate 
growth in slightly lighter sweeter direction, to the disadvantage of sour Saudi 
crudes.

• Chinese side frustrated by failure to gain market share in Saudi oilfield services 
sector.

• Strong Chinese interest in Iraq amid Western IOCs’ concerns, and also Iran. No 
“taking sides” for the sake of energy politics.
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Limitations on Saudi energy ties to China



• Saudi supplies to Japanese refiners have been very stable. 

• Japanese companies much more deeply involved in petchem/refining projects 
in Saudi Arabia.
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Saudi approach to Japan
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Iran-sanctions are still biting

Source: International Energy Agency (IEA)
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Iran exports to China

• Condensate exports to Iran up sharply in 2014; effectively a loophole in 
current US sanctions legislation.



• Iran has been seeking to drum up interest in oil and gas investment from Asian, 
EU, and other companies, on the expectation of potential eventual sanctions 
relief.

• Return of Bijan Zanganeh as oil minister under Rouhani seen as positive sign.

• However,  strong suggestions in early 2014 that the current buyback contract 
framework could be revisited  seem to have stalled. 

• Cancellation of London roadshow dates suggests unresolved internal debate.

• Despite strong interest from potential investors, an Iran with sanctions relief 
would still be competing for capex in a very challenging market environment, 
amid continuing perceptions of risk
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Iran policy shift to encourage foreign investment but 
continuing ambiguity



• Iranian hopes that China would invest despite US secondary sanction under the 
Iran Sanctions Act (ISA) have been disappointed.

• Chinese NOCs have preferred to sit on Iranian contracts, but have now been 
targeted with contract revocations like Japanese and European companies were 
several years ago. (PetroChina / Azadegan / April 2014)

• Chinese NOCs interests in US and Canada, which are highly strategic, present 
serious counterweight.

• However,  further tightening of US secondary sanctions could risk pushing 
China too far, which could have implications for sanctions compliance.
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Iran-hopes for China to skirt sanctions on investment 
disappointed
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Major uncertainty: call on OPEC flat due to weak demand and 
US growth – what could move this line in a big way?
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Uncertainty about longer-term trajectory of US shale



• At present, it looks as if US/EU/Norway/Canada sanction on technology 
transfers to Russian deepwater/Arctic/shale will stay in place for an extended 
period.

• This could have a very significant impact on post-2020 production levels in 
Russia, potentially providing support for future Middle Eastern volumes into 
Asia.

• However, ESPO growth in the next few years not impacted significantly.

• Chinese development of competing unconventional capabilities is a key 
variable.
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Uncertainty about duration and impact of sanctions on 
Russia



Thank you


